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ABSTRACT:

A MODEL OF INJURIES SUSTAINED IN TWO-VEHICLE
COLLISIONS ON URBAN ROADS

The main objec'ti've of' thi,,; paper i's to deve.lop
an ec'OooDlet:r;ic mode.l of road ac'c.idenc injury
sevez'.ity for' rwo-ve.h1c.le c'O.ll.i.'si'ons using
Lnd.ividua.l accident data. The stati'stLca.l
techni'que l1t:.i.l~·sed, ordered .log.it, pzov,ide,s a
f'r'amework for' the deve.lopment of a casua.l
mode.l of road ac'c:ident Lnjury severLty whi'.le
recoqnL,s'inq the ordLna.l measurement of injury
data" Independent var:Lable,,; are chosen on the
basi's of an under;r;tandLnq of the phy;r;Lcs of'
road cTashe,,; and re,,;u.lts obta.ined from
.laboratory based biomechani'ca.l research"
Est.b11ate,,; are provided of the role p.layed by
vehLc.le speeds, vehLc.le """Lqht,,;, restraint
u.!rage, occupant .intoxi'cat:.ion and .soci'o
economic factoI'S ,in dete.r:mi'n.ing .injury
sever:il:y qi'ven that an acc.ident has occurred"
The mo,,;t .important of thes'e fLndLnqs are (.i)

the pr'obabL.lLty of ,,;ustaLnLnq a severe Lnjury
Ls dLrect.ly re.lated to vehic:le ,,;peeds and
ma.s,se.s, (.11') sea t: bel t: a.sage reduces the
chances of saGrada.ing a severe .injury by about
one-tili'rd, and (1i.i) q.iven an acc.ident of a
,s'e!: sever.icy level veh.ic1e occupant,s under' the
inf1uence of a.lcoho.l are about two and one
ha.lf tLmes more .lLkely to sustaLn a severe
injury than sober' occupant,,;,,
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A MODEl. OF INJURIES SUSfAINED IN rwo VElIICLE COLLISIONS

1 " INTllODlJCrIlII

Road accident injuI'ies cost the Australian cODIDWlity an estimated
$1950 million per year (based on Atkins 1981) Any measure that can
reduce road injuries. however marginally. theI'efore wi 11 yield
considerable conmunity Savings" It is because of these large
potential savings that much effort has been expended in attributing
causes to road in,juI'ies.

fwo distinct types of' I'oad injury studies may be identified.. One type
is based in the laboratory and focuses on the biomechanics of
automobile collisions. using animals. antlu'opomorphic dummies 01'

cadaver's in place of live human beings. The laboratory setting
enables the forces generated by automobile collisions to be studied
under' cODtr'oIled coOOl tions and very accurate measuI'es to be taken"
Resul ts ft'om these studies have tradi tionally formed the basis of road
safety legislation.. They are, however, expensive to run and al'e
unable to exactly repl icate the automobile collision environment wi th
live human beings as subjects. There is a need to ensure that the
fundamental relationships unearthed in laboratolY based studies can be
repI'oduced in the field"

Field studies collect data on actual l'oad accidents and corl'elate
obser'vable l'oad. vehicle and pel'son cha.racter'istics wi th accident
measur'es. including injury severity. Ihe detail of data collected in
these studies varies enol'DlOusly" Ihe pI'incipal data contained in
'mass accident' data records I'elate to the location of the crash. the
registration of the vehicle, damages sustained. in the accident,
casual ties sustained, plus basic person and vehicle data" Al though
useful in the compilation of general accident statistics these data
bases often do not contain vi tal infor'DBtlon necessary for an
wlderstandtng of the for'ces at work in an accident such as vehicle
speeds on impact. vehicle weights. vehicle alignment. r'oad geometry,
etc The collection of detailed data of this type is left to
specialised field studies"

Just as the level of detail of' data gathered in field studies vat'ies,
so does the sophistication of statistical pr'ocedures applied to this
data. It has not been unconmon to draw policy conclusions from
resul ts obtained applying unival'iate statistical procedures to the
data. In the last 10 years. however', ther'e has been a trend to the
use of multivar'iate techniques. especially regr'ession analysis (e.g,
Campbell and Filmer 1980,' Layton and Weigh 1983, Zlatoper 1984,
Garcia-Fener and del Hoyo 1987) and log-linear models (as an
Australian example, see Kerns and Goldsmith 1984), Recently a number
of I'esearchers have aI'gued stl'ongly for the application of latent
var'iable models to road accident data (Barnard 1985, 1989,
Chirachavala et aL 1984, ,Jovanis 19S6),

Latent vat'iable models are useful when the phenomena. to be studied is
in essence categorical or'. at the least, is categorically measuI'ed,
Examples of categorical variables abound at a disaggI'egate level in
accident research; either an accident occur's (1) or' it does not (O),
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2" IIOIlEL SPECIF'ICA.T'I(J(

The categorical nature of injuly scales has been ignor'ed by many
authoIS. For instance, Carlson (1979) has justified the use of
regression analysis by arguing that the use of continuousvar'table
relationships provide a number' of' important advantages; in brief,

coefficients are I'eadilY estimable and easily under'stood,
tegr'ession models can be estimated with few observations, and
the continuous vat'iable relationships established by regression
techniques facilitates easy comparison with biomechanical
relationships which also tend to be continuous in char'acter,

(i)
(11)
(11i)

The I'emaindeI' of this papeI' is organized as follows.. Ihe next Section
contains a mathematical specification foI' the OI'deI'ed log! t injuI'Y
sever'i ty modeL In Section 3 the likely determining factors of injury
severi ty are explOI'ed, lhe data used to estimate the model al'e
descI'ibed in Section 4 and the model estimation resul ts are discussed
in Section 5,

It will be shown in this paper' that all these advantages also apply to
the ordered probability model, Other researcher's, notably Krislman
and his colleagues (Krisbnan 1983, Krisbnan et aL 1983), while
recognizing the discI'ete natul'e of in,jury severi ty data have chosen to
simplify the problem by collapsing the injury categol'ies into a
dichotomy and then estimating the model on aggregate (proportions)
data" Use of a disaggr'egate ordered latent var'iable model in
pI'efer'ence to an aggr'egate binary latent vat'lable model avoids this
inefficient utilisation of data and allows a richer' specification of
variables

In this papeI' a latent vat'iable model of injuI'y severity is
constructed using a field data set from Adelaide, Australia" The
particulal' latent vaI'iable technique utilised is ordered logit" This
technique r'ecognizes that thel'e is no means curl'ently available to
quantify in,jury severity on a continuous scale; rather it is only
possible to grade injuries into a few ordered categories" The
observed dependent vaI'table is theI'ef'oI'e discrete 01' categorical, not
continuous,

an injuly is sustained (1) 01' is not sustained (O), given an injuly is
sustained it is of' ·type i or type j, etc.. 'These models predict a
pI'obability fOI' each possible discI'ete outcome" The probabilistic
base fOI' these models is conceptually sui too to the way we think about
road accidents" They are by natuI'e chancey events ..

It is convenient to begin exposition of the injury severity model
developed her'e by assuming that there exist only two injuty classes;
e1 theI' an in,juI'Y occur's at or' above some specif led sever'i ty leve I,
denoted by '1'. or it does not. denoted by '0'" The injury data
avai lable to the Y'esearchel' are, theI'e£ore, observed as a series of Os
and Is, In I'ealityinjury sevet'ity does not fOI'm a dichotomy but
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A MODEL OF INJURIES SUSTAINED IN lWO VEHICLE COLL ISIONS

(1)

(2)

(3)

if y" ~ t"
q q

otherwise,

t* = X {) + u •
q q q

"y =z 13 + c .q q q

y = 0q
y = 1q

Ihe pI'ocess descI'fbed may be mathematically expressed as:

"wher'e Yq is the observed. injury sustained. by crash victim q. Y
q

is an

under'lying continuous vat,table measuI'ing the sever'i ty of the ct'ash and

"t is the thr'eshold level above which an injury is observed" Iheq

threshold value is allowed to vaIy act'oss indiViduals, reflecting
differ'ent capacities to tolerate automobile collision forces without
sustaining an (observed) injury.

where Z is a r'ow vector' of independent variables. f3 is a parameter'q
vector and e is an er'r'oI' term.. Likewise a I'egr'ession relationshipq
could be established foI' the maximum toler'ance capaci ties:

wheI'e X . 0 and u are analogous to Z , f3 and e Z should containq q q q q
deteI'rninants of crash severi ty. measur'ed in terms of the for'ces acting
on the bodies of vehicle occupants" Included in this vector would be
vat'iables such as change in vehicle velocity on impact, vehicle size,
and occupant seating position and restraint usage.. Similat'ly X

q
should contain determinants of the ability of an occupant"s body to
withstand collision fot'ces without injury, an example being the age of
the occupant (Viano et aL 1978), By comparing the expected values of

" "Yq and t q obtained from r'egression analyses applied to equations (2)

and (3). the expected number' of injur'ed (Is) and non-injured (Os) car'
accident victims could be calculated ..

" "Suppose that Yq and t q could be observed; then a regr'ession

" .relationship foI' y could be specified as:
q

l'ather vaI'ies continuously; it is only £'Ot' ease of measurement that a
limited number of injury classifications (in this case two) are
CI'eated. Consequently it 1s natuI'al to envisage a continuous variable
Wlder'lying the observed dichotomy.. It is also conceptually appealing
to identify the change in the observed variable value (from 0 to 1) as
occuH'ing when the unobserved continuous vat'iable crosses a thr'eshold
value,
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(6)

(5)

(4)

] =Z fJ •• X 6,
q q

Pr'ob(y = 1) = Prob(" - u > X 6 - Z fJ),q q q q q

where P is the observed proportion of injur'ed individuals in category
q

q, This was the appr'oach adopted by Kr'ishnan and his co-author's,
However. when Zq aI' X

q
contain continuous variables. such as velocity

change on impact. at' when the data size is small. it is better' to
estimate (5) directly using maxiDRllD likelihood methods (McFadden
1974) "

So far a binary injury classification scheme has been assumed.
Typically injury classification schemes are IIlOre complex than this.. A
cOlllllOnly used scheme is the abbr'eviated injury scor'e (AIS).. The scale
is:

o = no injury,
1 = minor injury,
2 = moderate injury.
3 = sever'e, but not life threatening. injury.
4 = severe. life threatening injulY. but recovery is pr'obable.
5 = critical injury. involving non-immediate death or a

permsnent i_irment of bodily function such as paralysis,
and.

6 = death within 24 hours

1£ the vector s X and Z contain only categorical variables (or
q q

continuous var'iables artificially categorised) then the data can be
arranged in the form of a contingency table and the model (5)
estimated by weighted least squat'es using the observed pr'opal'tions in
each cell as:

Wher'e the" - u are independently and identically distributed (lid)
q q

logistically. by integration of equation (4). the injury probabilities
are defined by a logit model:

However'. nei thet' y: nor t: can be observed and consequently equations

(2) and (3) cannot be estimated directly using standard r'egression
techniques Nevertheless by combining (1). (2) and (3) it is possible
to make a statement of the pr'obability of an injury being observed,
I'his pr'oba.bl1i ty can be expl'essed as:
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A MODEL OF INJURIES SUSIAINED IN TWO VEHICLE COLLISIONS

(7)

(8)

848

"t5q =

" "tOq = tq

" "t Iq = t + k
lq

" "t2q = t q + ~

t" = X 0 + u
q

'q q

< 1<;;"

OuI previous exposition may be read! ly extended to embrace the
analysis of oIdered categorical variables.. It 1s an easy matter to

"envisage a continuous variable (yq) undeI'lying the discrete r'esponses

of the AIS scale, The discr'ete points of the AIS scale can then be
viewed as arising fr'OlD this unseen variable crossing, not one. but a

"number of threshold values, Ihe fir'st value (say to) will be the

crossing point between no observed injury and a minor InJury. the

"second (t
1

) between a minoI' injury and a moderate in,juI'y, and so on

There will be six such threshold values fot' the AIS scale.. It is also

* * * * * *clear that tOq < t Iq < t2q < t3q < t4q < t5q'

'This is an example of ordinal scale measurement" Ihe categories bear
a ranked I'elationship to one another (e"g .. a moderate injuI'Y is
'worse' than a minor injury which in turn is 'war'se' than' no injuI'Y).
but the numbers assigned. do not indicate distance between categories,
as would be the case for' interval OI' I'atl0 scale measuI'ement" To
emphasize this last point. the distance of 3 scale points between no
injury and a set'iOllS injury (e.g" a br'oken thema) should not be taken
as eqUivalent to the distance of 3 scale points between a set'ious
injury and death within 24 hours, Clearly, when measur'ing the
'actual' sever'ity of injuI'ies. the distance between the latter two
points in the scale is gr'eater than the former'; but this is not
indicated ft'om the assigned numerical values. Regr'ession analysis
I'equiI'es the dependent variable to be mea.sUI'ed on an interval 01' I'atib
scale" Consequently. I'egl'ession analysis is an unsuitable teclmique
for analysing variations in injuly seveI'i ty as measured by the AIS.,

As befor'e these threshold values may be endogenised by setting.

"and relating the individual threshold values to t
q

by.

withkl<~<
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(9)

(11)

(10)

1

< + 00.

ZO-XO+e
q q q

ZO-Xo+eqq q

BARNARD

k_ ~ Z 0 - X 0 +" - U < + ....
'" q q qq

- .. ~

o ~

ify = 6q

y = 6 ifq

y =0 ifq
y = 1 ifq

Prob(y = i) = Prob(k - Z 6) •. Pr'ob{k - Z 6).q . .I q .1-1 q

1
Prob(y = .I) =-------

q 1 + exp{Z 0 - k.)
q J

Ihe model presented ahove is more detailed and realistic tban other
models of injury sever! ty that have appeared in the general road
accident literature" It I'ecognlzes the ordlnallty of injury scale
data. but I'etains many of the advantages of I'egression analysis, The
model prOVides pI'obabili ty estimates of injury occuI'ring at the
vat'tous scale levels in individual accidents" Also an index of the.. ..
continuous underlying variable y -- t can be recoveI'ed once estimatesq q
have been obtained for' j3 and O.

Ihe probability of' observing an injury of severity level ,j is:

wheI'e Zq is a row vectol containing all val"iables in vectors Zq and

X
q

. ;S is to be similarly interpI'eted in parameter' space. and kO = O.

k_
1

= - co and k
J

= + DO" With the er'I'OI' terms c
q

- uq independently

and identically logistically distributed the probabilities ar'e defined
by an ordered logi t model:

01',

Combining (S), (7) and (2) we have:

Z 0 + e <
..

yq = 0 if - ~ ~ tOqq q.. ..
yq = 1 if tOq ~ Z 0 + e < t

1qq q

(S)

(7)
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3.. EXPLAIlATalY VAIUAIIlES OF' IIllIlRY SEVERII'Y

A MODEl OF INJURIES SUSTAINED IN TWO VEIIIQ.E COLLISIONS

(12)

is the

of the

case vehicle. v 0

are the masses

(v~ + v~ + 2vcVocos(O}}O,5

1 + mc/mo

wher'e Vc is the inl ttal veloci ty of' the

veloci ty of the other vehicle. m and m.. c 0

vehicles and e is the angle of' alignment of the vehicles at the point

of impact, 1 The change in veloci ty on impact increases as the inl ttal
veloci ties of' the vehicles increase and as the ratio m /m increases ..c 0

To aid appr'eciation of the index hypothetical crash configur'ations are
depicted in Figur'es 1 and 2. Both figures involve a two-vehicle
collision between a IIonda Civic of mass 690 kg aod a Ford Fair'mont of
mass 1333 kg.. The vehicles are assumed to be both travelling at 30
kmIh immediately prior' to impact. In the head-on crash 0 =0, so that
the relative collision velocity is 60 kmIh aod the change in veloci ty
for the IIonda Civic is -40 kmIh.. If both car's ""r'e travelling at 40
kmIh the change in veloci ty of the IIonda on impact would be -53 kmIh.
The conesponc!ing changes in velocity for the Ford Fair1llOnt ar'e -20
kmIh aod -'E kmIh. For the accident depicted in the second diagram
the change in velocity on impact for' the vehicles is exactly half that
of the Figure 1 accident. The reduction in impact velocity change is
entirely due to tbe different alignment of the vehicles. measured by
the cos(O) term in equation (12)

A feature of equation (12) is that the change in vehicle velocity on
impact is contingent upon the r'a.tio of vehicle BBsses.. Ihis means.

1
The for1llUla of equation (12) takes into consideration the change in

velocity along both the x aod y axes. Some of the studies mentioned
only included the veloci ty change in one direction..

850

Following Marquardt (1974). Car'loon (1979). IIutchinson (1983) aod
Krishnan et aL (1983). from momentum considerations the change in
vehicle velocity on impact can be calculated as:

Biomechanical studies of automobile collisions have shown that the
single most important variable contI'ibuting to crash seveI'i ty is the
change in vehicle velocity on impact, As it r'elates directly to the
change in momentum. it best reflects the forces acting on vehicle
occupants~ bodies during a collision" Dur'ing the collision per'toci the
occupants' inl ttaI velocities must be changed to the new veloci ty of
the vehicle compartment. I'esul ting in occupant contact wi th the
vehicle inter'loI' and!OI' with a t'estraint system.. The OCCUI'I'enCe and
natur'e of the injuries sustained will largely depend upon the
de-acceleration time history of the collision (Krishnan et al. 1983),
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A MODEL OF INJURIES SUS'IAINED IN liVO VEHICLE aJLL ISIONS

The available sample size from this sour'ce was small compar'ed to that
available from mass accident data tapes" It is. however, of a highet'
quali ty with the data on each accident reflecting the combined on-si te
talents of an engineer. psychologist and a medical officer. In
selecting this data sout'ce we were particularly mindful of having
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In addi tion to the main eff'ects of impact veloci ty change and vehicle
mass the severi ty of the crash to the occupant will be affected by
seating position and. r'estraint usage. The driver. in particular', is
likely to be mor'e vulnerable than otheI' vehicle occupants because of
the close proximi ty to the body of the steering apparatus, The role
of seat belts in r'educing injuries has been well documented (e"g" Lave
and Webb 1970. Trinca 1980. Layton and Weigh 1983),

the differ'ent
Age and sex

4.. l1IE ADELUDE IlHEPl1l AOC1llEN1 STUDY

Thez'e is less evidence on the factor's contI'ibuting to
capacities of individuals to tolerate collision forces.
are the two variables used in the CUI'I'ent analysis"

Ibe data source for the current research is the Adelaide in-depth
accident study This study. sponsored by the Office of Road Safety
and the Australian Road Research Board. obtained an 8% sample of
accidents in the Adelaide Metr'opoli tan Ar'ea to which an ambulance was
called during the period Mar'ch 1976 - Mar'ch 1977, The inclusion
cr'i tet'ion means that the sample consists of a non-random subset of the
total accident population, Accident t'esearchers invaI"iably work wt th
non-l'andom samples" fypically the sample inclusion cr'iter'ion is that
damages should exceed a specified monetary amount (cur'rently $1000 in
South Austr'alia). In practice many accidents with monetary losses
well in excess of the specified monetary aJOOunt go unreported, It is
likely that the Adelaide in-depth sample inclusion cri teI'ion is not
very different to DOl'DB.I I'epor'ting criterion" Ambulances tend to be
called r'outinely to accidents of even model'ate severity" In the
sample used foI' modelling an ambulance was called. but was not
I'equir'ed. in over' 50X of accidents.. The Adelaide in-depth sample was
foWld to be representative of the population of accidents.
characterised by mass accident data recolds. fOI' a number' of key
var'iables (Road Accident Research Unit 1979)" I~ total the study
collected information on 494 vehicle accident involvements"

given initial velocities and vehicle alignment. the velocity change
fat' a collision involving two equivalently weighted light vehicles
will be the same as fOI' two equivalently weighted heavy vehicles" An
understanding of collision physics. however, leads to the conclusion
that the severity of the crash will be gr'eater' fa!' light vehicle
occupants than for massive vehicle occupants. 1.a.Iger vehicles provide
a pr'otective effect to occupants" The Jar'get' the vehicle the gr'eatet'
is the PI'opal'tian of inl ttal vehicle enel'gies that can be absorbed by
metal deformation wi thout intrusion into the occupant compaI'tment.
Ther'e is also more I'Dom in the vehicle cabin foI' the occupant to
travel without str'iking an ~bject.
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5.. INJURY SEVERITY IIIIEL ESIlllATIaf IlESUl:rs

Four models were developed using the AdelaidelNERRDP data" These
related to (t) two-vehicle collisions, all occupants. (ii) two-vehicle
collisions. dr'iver's only. (iii) automobile-only two-vehicle
collisions, all occupants. and (Iv) automobile-only two-vehicle.. ..
collisions. dI'iveI's only" The form foI' y - t used in these modelsq q

accurate information on the veloci ties of' vehicles just prioI' to
impact and vehicle alignment when calculating the velae! ty change
index of crash severity.. Ihis information is not included on
AU5tI'alian mass accident data records" We wer'e also awaI'e that the
statistical techniques adopted in this study may be successfully
applied. and stable parameter estimates obtained. wi th as few as 70
observations (Tye et aL 1982. p. 27)

No automobile mass infonBtion was collected in the Adelaide data:
however', information on vehicle make and model was obtained. 'The
infoI'mation needed to calculate impact velocity change was der'ived by
linking the Adelaide data wi th a data set on automobile
characteI'istics. collected undeI' the Dimensions of Automobile Demand
PI'oject sponsor'ed by the National Enel'gy Reseal'ch Development and
Demonstration Ptogram (NERRDP) (Henshet 1986).

(13)..
t
q

= 00 + 130 + 01VEl.OING + 021og(MASS) + 03SBELI

+ °4DRIVER + 05INTOX + 131AGE60 + 132FEMAlE•

..
y q

was:

where VELOING is the velocity change on impact (= Av). MASS is the
mass of the case vehicle (= m). 'log' denotes the natulal logar'ithm.

c
SBEI..:I is a binary vaI'iable taking value 1 i£ in the investigatoI"S
judgement a seat belt was certainly 01' probably WOI'n and 0 otherwise.
DRIVER is a binaty vatiable if the occupant was seated in the driving
position and 0 otherwise. INIOX is a binaty vat·iable if the occupant
was slightly. moderately 01' sever'ely intoxicated and 0 otherwise.
AGE60 is a binary vaI'iable taking the value 1i£ the occupant was aged
mOI'e than 60 years and 0 otherwise. and FEMALE is a binary vaI'iable

853

Ihe CUI'I'ent resear'ch is confined to an examination of two- vehicle
collisions.. In the Adelaide data 303 vehicles wel'e involved in
collisions of this type" The total number of occupants in these
vehicles was 561 persons.. AutomObile-only two-vehicle collisions
involved 196 automobiles which weI'e occupied by 394 persons, The
distI'ibution of AIS injuries aoustained by vehicle occupants in
two-vehicle collisions and in aL'tomobile-only two-vehicle collisions
are displayed in Table L Unfol'tunately for this analysis no injur'ies
were observed in AIS classes 5 or 6 (notably theI'e were no
fatalt ties)" Othel' relevant summary statistics for' the data al'e shown
in Table 2
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TABLE 1

046
0.34
014
0.05
0.01

0.44
0.39
0.14
0.03
0 .. 01

Pr'opor·tion of Sample

Proportion of Sample
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1
2
3
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AIS Class

AIS Class

(a) Two-vehicle collisions.

(b) AutOlllObile-only two-vebicle collisions ..
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SllIIIIARY SAIIPLE S1~TISIICS

7%
42%
16%

8%
48%
17%

2.01 persons
36 kmIh
55 kmIh
28 kmIh

1134 kg
5%

88X
7%

66X

1.S5per'sons
36 kmIh
53 kmIh
Z7 kmIh

1160 kg
6%

81%
13%
64%

Sample Statistic

per'cent of felD2l.1e occupants
percent of dI'ivers intoxicated

average number of vehicle occupants
average speed on impact
aver'age collision impact velopi ty
average veloci ty change on impact
average vehicle mass
per'cent of head-on collisions
per'cent of side-on collisions
per'cent of I'ear'-end collisions
percent of occupants wear'ing a seat bel t
per'cent of occupants aged IOOI'e than

60 year's
pet'cent of female occupants
pet'cent of dI'iveI's intoxicated

855

Vat'iable DescI'iption

aver'age number' of vehicle occupants
average speed on impact
average collision impact velocity
average veloci ty change on impact
average vehicle mass
per'cent of head-OD collisions
pet'cent of' side-on collisIons

, per'cent of reaI'-end. collisions
per'cent of occupants wea.I'lng a seat bel t
per'cent of occupants aged IDOt'e than

60 year's

(b) AutOlllObile-only two-veh1cle collisions

(a) Two-vehicle collisions

lABLE 2



A MODEl. OF INJURIES SUSIAINED IN 1'110 VEIIICl.E OOLLISIONS

taking the value 1 if the occupant was a female and 0 if the occupant
was a male,

A number of featur'es of the model implied by equations (11) and (13)
should be noted, First. the parameters 00 and 130 cannot separ'ately be

estimated, The model estimates a single constant term equal to °0 +

" "/la" A consequence of this is that the separate indices for y and tq q

" "cannot be recovered. only the combined index. Yq - t q " Ihis inability

is not a cause fOI' concern. however' . because we are only interested in
knowing how the independent variables VELClNG. !!ASS. SHE!.T, DRIVER,
INTOX, AGE60 and FEMALE affect the prohabil1 ty of sustaining an injury
at AIS level i, i =0, I. 2, 3. 4" Second. for' the drivers-only
models. DRIVER is a constant so that 54 cannot be estimated" The

parameter 6
4

is absOt'bed into the constant term and other'parameter

estimates remain unbiased.. Third. intoxication data weI'e only
collected I'DI' driver's" This tel'm was theI'efore omitted in the 'all
occupants' models ..

Estimation I'esul ts for' the foul' models are shown in Tables 3 - 6. All
included var'iables. except the absolute mass and seat belt variables
in the 'automobile-only driver-injul'ies' model, are statistically
significant at the 2,,5% level using a one-tailed T-te~t. and even
these variables are significant at the 5% level using this test.
Pal'ameter' estimates attached to the two dominant indices of crash
seve!'i ty. VELaiNG and MASS. are of' the anticipated sign" 'The sign of
the parametel' estimate attached to VELaING is positive signifying
that. ceter'is pal'lhus. an inel'ease in the in! tial speeds of the
vehicles or' a decrease in the mass of the case vehicle rel.ative to the
other' vehicle involved in the collision will increase the likelihood
that occupants of the case vehicle will be injured. Vehicle mass
exerts a' fur'theI' influence on the pI'obabili ty of being injuI'ed thl'ough
the MASS variable, This variable is measur'ing the degree of
pI'otectionoffeI'ed by travelling in a vehicle of larger' absoLute mass.
The negative sign on this vat'iable indicates that the pr'obability of
injury decreases as the absolute mass of the case vehicle increases,

fo appr'eciate the effect of vehicle size on injuI'ies consider a
head-'on two-vehicle collision between a small (650 kg) and large (1300
kg) automobile both travelling at 30 km/h" The model predicts that
foI' the injurious impact of the collision on small vehicle occupants
to be the same as the injurious impact on lar'ge vehicle occupants one
of the vehicles would have had to be travelling mC)l'e than foul' times
as fast: that is, at 120 km/h instead of 30 km/h A diagrammatic
depiction of the effect of vehicle masS on the pr'obabil i ty of
sustaining a severe injury in collisions involving vat'ious impact
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~cupant

ORDERED LOGII IIlIEL OF ocaJPAlIT INJURY SEVERIIY

INno-vmra.E O!ASHES

CONSIANI 3,,27464 1.2670 259

VELCHNG 0,.06411 0,0071 897

log(MASS) -0,75606 0,1652 -4,58

DRIVER 0.46227 0,2134 2,17

SBELI -0,,30994 0,,0956 -324

AGE60 0,,95468 0,,2893 330

FEMALE 0,78249 0,2041 3,83

k
1

2,05903 ° 1346 15,30

kz 3,74015 0,,2411 1551

~
6,,40987 0,.6249 1026

I<\llLE 3

r-Statistic

0,36

561

-660,98

-557.48

Error

Standard
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A MODEL OF INJURIES SUSTAINED IN rwo VEIIICLE COLLISIONS

CONSfANI 4.04'l85 3.2690 1.24
VELCllNG 0 .. 05813 00103 565
log(MASS) -0 .. 86774 0 .. 4418 -·1.96
DRIVER 0.55297 0.2437 2.27
SBEI.I -0.. 28259 0 .. 1075 -2.63
AGE60 1.16618 0 .. 3363 3.47

FEMALE 1.15146 0.2423 4.75
k 1 2.10255 01543 13.63

~ 3 .. 92270 03037 12 .. 92

k:3 5.65602 0.6583 859

T-Statlstic

394

,-651.01

-408.84

0 .. 24

Standard

EI'Y'Ol'

858

Par'ameteI'

Estimate

0IIIII'JlEIJ UlGrr IDEL OF lXDJPAlIT IlfJURY SEVERITY

Ilf AI1I'lIIlBllE-an.y l'1IO-VEllIa..E CIA!imE

VaI'iable

Mnemonic

rm.E 4

Number of observations

Log likelihood at 5 =0

Log likelihood at convergence

R
2



CONS'IANl 3..46723 L5760 2.20

VELOlNG 0.06221 0.0098 6 .. 34

log(MASS) -0 .. 72935 0 .. 212'7 -3.43

SBELI -{)3162O 0.1252 -2.53

INTOX L10009 0.3335 3 .. 30

AGE60 0 .. 90783 0.3694 2.46

FEMAlE 0 .. 61840 02883 2 .. 15

k 1
2.13719 0.192'7 1L09

~
3.75491 0 .. 3104 12.. 10

~
6 .. 21678 0.6771 9.18

I -Statistic

0..42

303

-'373 .. 96

-302 .. 71

En'or'

859

PaI'ameteI'

Estimate

0IIIlEIlED LOGl1 JIIEL OF DRIVER III.)l1RY SEYERI1Y

III T1IO-VEHIaE aIAS8ES
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Vat'iable

Mnemonic

Log Likelihood at 5 = 0

Log Likelihood at convergence

R2

NumbeI' of' observations

I.ulLE 5
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O>NSIANf 6.07375 4 7140 L29

VELOING 006544 00152 4,.3'7

log(MASS) -L14107 0.6420 -L78

SBEl.I -0 .. 27665 o 1519 -L82

INfOX 112041 04069 2 .. 75

AGE60 096767 0.4426 2 .. 19

FEMALE 0.9'7779 0.3525 2.77

k1 2.10935 0.2255 9.35

~ 3.61398 03714 9.73

"3 5.30452 07399 7.17

I-Statistic

196

-234 .. 31

-203.. 79

031

Standard

Ert'or

860

Parameter

Estimate

OI!DERED LOGO IDEL OF IIUVER IN,JUKY SEVERIIY
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Variable

Mnemonic

fABLE 6

Log Likelihood at ii =0

Log 1 ike1ihood at convergence

R2
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veloci ties wi th a second vehicle of mass 1000 kg is shown in Figure

31

I The variable
explici tly set

attstic

1.29

4,37

-1.78

-1.82

2,75

2,,19

2" 77

9,35

9,73

717

Models wer'e also estimated wi th impact veloci ty, the numeI'atoI' of
equation (12), included sepal"ately from the ratio of vehicle masses
the denominator of equation (12), and the logar'i dun of absolute
vehicle nass. The separate terms were all statistically significant
at the 2.5% leveL However', the overall goodness of fit measur'es for'
these models and the models of Tables 3 - 6 wer'e virtually identical,
lending support to the use of the VEL.OJNG variable. derived from a
theoretical consideration of the physics of two-vehicle collisions. as
an index of crash sever'ity. Models which omitted either of the mass
effects or' the impact velocity term wer'e significantly inferior to the
model in which all these ter1DS wer'e included.. 'The cOI'I'elation between
10g(MASS) and VELaJNG was always less than 0,35"

Parameter estimates attached to the remaining set of (binary)
variables also took the anticipated signs. The positive sign attached
to the AGE60 var'iable signifies that the elderly have an incr'eased
pI'obabili ty of being injured in a collision. of a given severity
level. between two vehicles" The I'elationship between age and the
probability of sustaining a severe injury is quantified
diagrammatically in Figur'e 4. It is inter'esting to note that, ceteris
par'ibus, females have a higher pr'obabili ty of being injur'ed in road
accidents than do'nales"

Conver'sely, as expected. the wearing of a seat bel t r'educes the
probabili ty of an injury; see Figure 5" In the Adelaide sample it is
estimated that in comparing a situation where all car occupants wore a
seat belt with a situation where no car' occupants wore a seat belt,
the number' of sever'e injur'ies (AISclasses 3 and 4) is reduced by 33%
and the number of minor injuries (AlS class 1) by 12% These
estimates al'e considerably lower than the estimates of 60% and 30%.
respectively, quoted by the United States National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (cited in Arnou1d and Grahowski 1983), Ihe
latteI of my estimates. however', is in reasonable accord with an
estimated 44% I'eduction in the number of' fatali ties from seat belt
wearing derived from the wor'k of Layton and Weigh (1983), based on
Queensland data. and an estimated reduction of 30X in severe and fatal

2
accidents by Kr'ishnan (1983) based on two U,.s" data sets, In making

levels assumed in Figures 3 - 6. excepting those
in each Figure, are m = 1000 kg, m = 1000 kg, SBELT =o • c

1 (seat helt worn), DRIVER = 0 (occupant not seated in dIiver's
position). lNTOX =0 (occupant sober), AGE60 =0 (occupant younger than
60 years of age) and FENAlE = 0 (occupant is a male)

2layton and Webb calculate that fatalities wer'e reduced by 3'7% as a
r'esult of legislation making seat belt wear'ing compulsory. if fitted.
after allowing for the propor'tion of vehicles in the fleet without seat
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FIGURE 5

INJURY SEVERITY BY SEAT BELT USAGE
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FIGURE 6
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In

(H)

2
~

- T)(Tq

It! ;
q

[2 - T) ] +
2

{T !C.-Qq 3
q

Q

;: - ~:' T = 2;q/Q, and Q is the sample size,,4

q

where T
q

bel ts £i tted" We have adjusted this estimate upwards to also allow for
the pr'oportion of the tr'avelling population not using a seat bel t when
available (see Lay 1984) ..

~r' Max: lay has dr'awn to my attention research by WaIler et al. (1986)
which reached a similar conclusion about the effect of alcohol on
injury sever'ity" WaIler' and his colleagues concluded that alcohol
involved dr'ivers were 3,,85 times mor'e likely to be killed than sober'
dr'ivers, once differ'ences in vehicle deformation and accident type had
been taken into account. Their estimate of alcohol induced injury
sever'ity is slightly higher' 'than mine" Their' study, however', did not
control for' seat belt usage differences between sober and inebriated
drivers, sex differences and. age differe~ces" These addi tional factors
are taken into account in the current study.

4 It will be noted that the R
2

of equation (H) and the R2 of regr'ession
analysis are equivalent except the sum of squared residuals and the
total sum ofsquar'es are both estimates rather' than actual values. The

R
2

of equation (H) is therefor'e an estimate of' the true R2 , 10 fully
utilise this estimate lmowledge of the sample distribution of the true

Ihe two main measuI'es used to assess the overall goodness of fit of
the order'ed logi t modelar'e the value of the log-'likelihood function

at convergence and R
2

, The latter of these is analogous to the R2 of
regr'ession analysis and is given by:

Finally, as shown in Figur'e 6, inebr'iated driver's were mor'e likely to
be injured than non-tnebI'iated dI'ivers" Other' studies (e, g. Raymond
1974. Johnson 19'78) have concluded that those affected by alcohol are
more likely to be involved in accidents in genel'al, par'ticularly,
severe accidents. Ihe CUI'I'ent study adds to the store of knowledge on
the relationship between alcohol and road. safety by concluding that
given an accident of a set severity level those under the influence of
alcohol are about two and one-half times mor'e likely to sustain a

3severe (ArS classes 3 and 4) injury than a sober occupant..

these comparisons it is impoI'tant to note that the CUI'!'ent reseal'ch
was restricted to an analysis of urban road accidents.
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assessing the £'1 t of these models it must be emphasized that
indeterminacy pervades the road accident injury process., Even in a
low sever'i ty accident a fragment of flying glass can cause sevet'e
in,juI'Y ,possibly death. if it becomes lodged in a vulnerable point of
the human body, No model can hope to capture thiS level of detaiL
In explaining between 24% - 42% of the variation in road accident
iojut'ies, using only a limited set of variables. the models do
surprisingly well"

6" OIICLl5ION

As emphasised in the intI'oduction. many items of interest in the road
accident field are measurable only on a nominal 01' ordinal scale, The
responses of road accident resea:r'chers in analysing such data haven
fallen into thI'ee main classes.. Like thei!' sociological counterpar'ts
(see Winship and Mare 1984) those involved in the analysis of
categorical road accident data have tended either' (i) to ignore the
nominal or ordinal scale of measUI'ement, treating the item as if it
were continuous. or' (it) have utilized special techniques that ar'e not
integrated into established fr'amewoI'ks for mul tival'iate str'Uctul'al
analysis, Ol (iii) have adopted f'I'equency 01' contingency table
approaches when a structul'al I'egression model would have been mor'e
appr'opI'iate. Latent variable models allow the retention of a
r'egression structur'e while I'E~cognizing the measurement character'istics
of categoI'ical val'iables" They also provide an appealing
probabilistic fy'amewol'k fOI' the analysis of accident data.

In this paper a pal'ticular' latent variable model. the order'ed logi t
model" was applied to an analysis of' injuries sustained in two-vehicle
collisions on uI'ban I'oads. A theoretical model was constructed of the
injury process and an ordered logit model deI'ived. diI'ectly from this
theOIy. At the hear't of this theory weI'e two deterlllining factol's for
the severity of injuries sustained; the sevel'ity of the collision and
the ability of vehicle occupants to wi ths,tand collision forces wi thout
injury. These primary factol's were endogenised using characteI'istics
of the vehicles involved. in the collision and the occupants of these
vehicles.. Vehicle speeds, vehicle weights. seat belt usage. seating
posi tion. state of intoxication. age and sex were all found to be
imper'tant determinants of the- severity of injuries sustained in an
accident.

R2 is required. but the sample distribution of the true R
2

is presently
unlmown (lIcKelvey and zavoina 1975),
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